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ABSTRACT 
Quasi-elastic neutron spectra measured on an aligned sample are 

compared with those calculated from the circular random walk model of a 
single axis rotor, i.e. the random walk on a circle. The difference between 
the spectra is d scussed and a new model - the random walk on a sphere with 
parallel circles on the surface - is worked out taking into account th« 
possibility of jumps from one circle to the other. The non-equivalence of 
the hydrogen atoms in the molecule is shown. 

АННОТАЦИЯ 
Квазиупругие нейтронные спектры,полученные при измерении в упорядо

ченном образце сравнены с теоретическими спектрами, рассчитанными для моде
ли случайного блуждения по окружности одноосьного ротора. Обсуждаются разни
цы в спектрах и построена новая модель - модель случайного блуждения по шару 
с параллельными окружностями на поверхности- с учетом возможности скачка с 
одной окруженности на другую. Показана невхвивалеитность атомов водорода в мо
лекуле . 

KIVONAT 
Rendezett anyagmintán mért kvizi-rugalmaa neutron spektrumokat 

hasonlítunk össze a bolyongás körpályán modellel számoltakkal. Az eltérést 
egy uj modell kidolgozása alapján diszkutáljuk. Az uj modell bolyongói gömb 
felületen két különböző relaxációs ldSvel, amely figyelembe veszi, hogy a 
molekula egy hidrogénje a körpályán bolyongása mellett egy másik körpályá
ra ugorhat át. A molekula hidrogén atomjainak eltérő dinamikai viselkedését 
is kimutatjuk. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years considerable attention has been paid to the 
study of the molecular dynamics of liquid crystalline meeophase. NMR [lj , 
dielectric [2] and inelastic light scattering [з] measurements have been 
successfully used. Inelastic neutron scattering measurements can in principle 
give more detailed Information by determining the spare-time correlation func
tion G/r,t/. 

At low energies /quasi-elastic scattering with E % 5 meV/ and 
momentum transfer /Q < 0.3 °~ / the long time limit form of the self-correla
tion function can be determined. This is partly connected with the transla
te ional diffusion notion. The components D, and D, of the diffusion tensor 
are determined by the trace method /4/. D. and D^ are the diffusion coef
ficients parallel ind perpendicular to the director, respectively. 

At higher momentum transfers the measured spectra aru determined 
by other types of motion. Our measurements /5/ on a non aligned sample were 
successfully interpreted by the circular random walk model of a single axis 
rotor in which the molecule was considered to move as a whole in the same 
way as one of its hydrogen atoms. /Hydrogens atoms were supposed as being 
equivalent./ 

We present here measurements on an aligned sample which proved to 
be sufficiently sensitive for the investigation of further details of the 
molecular dynamics. From dielectric relaxation measurements /6/ the motion 
around the short axis is Known) from our neutron measurements the motion 
around the director can be determined. In the new model describing the rota
tional motion on a sphere with two relaxation times, these motions are 
coupled. On the basis of this model our measurements are interpreted and the 
non-equivalence of the hydrogen atoms is shown. 
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2. THEORETICAL 

The rotational motion of the molecule as a whole around the director 
/which may coincide with the long axis/ is characterized by circular random 
walk motion on a circle on which there are N equidistant sites. This motion 
can be studied by inela-tlc incoherent scattering, when the scattering func
tion is the measured quantity, which, according to Barnes /7/, has the follow
ing formt 

N-l T 
S(Q,Ü>) - A„(ÜR sinB)6(iü) + I A_(CR sinß) - ? /1/ 

n-l 1 +<" , т„> 

with 

and 

A n(x) - i I lo(2x sin £) cos ^ /2/ 
i-1 

\ " «1 "** 9 ' T - 2 ^ »I 

where I is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0, and в is the 
angle between the momentum transfer Q and director n . 

In a real system the molecular axes are generally tilted from the 
director by an angle О , which varies due to thermal motion to molecular 
rotation around the short axis. Dianoux et al. /8/ took this fact into ac
count by averaging over d using the Maier-Saupe distribution function. How
ever this averaging neglects that the molecular rotation around the short 
axes is a relaxation process. Me shall take this into account by allowing 
the molecule to jump from one circle to another on a sphere. Only the ro
tational motion of the molecules will be investigated therefore the centre 
of mass mostion will not be considered. The motion of the hydrogen atoms 
will be approximated by a random walk on the surface of a sphere with radius 
R. 

Thu preferred direction of the molecules is the z axis, let P/Ö/ 
be the probability of finding a molecule tilted from that direction by 
angle Э . P/8/ can be approximated, for example, by the Maier-Saupe distribu
tion function. At a given value of © a hydrogen atom of the molecule can 
move on a circle. Let us assume that there are M parallel circles on the 
sphere, these can be characterized by discrete values of О i 1-е. 

»<*+J) 
в г я —R"*^ о Í i < M - I /4/ 
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Each circle has N sites. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the sites on a circle »re 
given by the angle 

<Pt - ^ . О < 1 < M - 1 /5/ 

The probability that the molecule jumps from one site to one • f the neigh
bouring sites on the same circle is P, - K.At, and that it jumps to one of 
the neighbouring circles is P, " K.At, where K, and K. are the r«te constants 
and At is the required time per step. 

The probability of moving from the i-th site of the u-th circle to 
the j-th site of the v-th circle during time t is given by 

t 

»SjW - m V V оо#ф=й со, aifczv). T " ,« 

where 
T k 1 * 4 K 1 s l n 2 T F + 4 K 2 e i " 2 ÍT П 1 

/For K- - 0 or M « 1 the Barnes result is obtained./ 

The scattering function is: 

S(Q,t) - <е 1 5 | г< 0>- г (*>'> /8/ 

bet us introduce the following notations-. 

q. » 2QR cos? 

q ± - 2QR einS /9/ 

After some algebra, the Fourier transform of S/Q,u/ is obtained as 
H-l M-l 

S(Q,w) - I I L k r(w)B k r /10/ 
k"0 r-0 

L k » - i . '* ,2 /"/ 
l*( WT k r) 

and 
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M-l N-I M-l 

where 

*kr - é l p ( V l « - 2 ? 1 l ' о Ч ^ О с о ^ Е ^ 
i-0 j=0 t'-O 

í -.-»U+*'+l) . . . I ( M ' ) I .,,, 
cosíq. sin 'J^ * sin »gj—*•) /12/ 

. 2w(l-l') .__2TT(1+V+1) A . T ( t V ,_»(*'•?) 2Ц 
Sin —Jj-j *• COS *3ц «• + sin jg Sin jj • S i n jjJ-d 3 • 

J is the Bessel function of zeroth order, о 

/13/ 

If К, >> К,, as is generally the case, we can simplify the above 
expression of S/Q,w/. In this limit we may use the approximation 

Tki * Tko = < 4 Ki» i n 2T> i f ^ ° 
2*1 _ 1 

and we get 

% T o f c - (4K2sin'-|i) k - 0 /14/ 

M-l N-1 
S<Q,«0 - I bor^Ajir) + I L k o A 2(k) /15/ 

r-o k-1 

where 

i-0 Í "° 

A
2 0 O - i I * < V I i0<<» "1пв* e l n и 1)* 0» ^ТГ 1 

i-0 j»0 

• t - - H - 2 - /18/ 

The first term of eq. /15/ representing the contribution from the rotation 
of the molecule around the short axis appears as a narrower peak. The second 
term, which describee a contribution from the rotation of the molecule around 
the z axis /director/, is the sum of much broader Lorentz type curves. 
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In the opposite i.e. K.'-̂ -K, case we have a similar expression 
for 5/o,u>/ but the narrower spectrum Is due to the rotation of the molecule 
around the preferred direction. 

If the two rate cot-.stants K, and K, have the sane order, our mo el 
will correspond to the simple juir.p rotational motion weighted with t',ie prob
ability of the occurrence of the tilted angles. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL 

We have chosen for investigation the di-butyl derivative of phenyl-
benzoyl aioxy-benzoate, i.e. 

c4H94j)) - о -с -(о)- о - с - ф - с4н9 

о о 
This molecule has positive dielectric anisotropy, similar end groups and 
nematic mesophase in a broad temperature interval, i.e. 

85°C 183°C 
74-85°C 

The quasi-elastic neutron scattering measurerents we:» performed 
at different temperatures on a stochastic tlme-of-flight spectrometers reactor -
single crystal - stochastic chopper - sample - deterctors. The incident energy 
of the neutron beam was 4.26 + 0.07 1.4.3V. The investigated material of 1 mm 
'.hickness was enclosed in a double-walled Al container. The temperature was 
kept constant to within 0.1 C. The molecules were oriented by an alternating 
electric field. The quasi-elastic spectra measured at four scattering angles 
at three temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. The full lines are the spectra 
calculated from eq. /1/. Only a slightly better fit can be obtained by averag
ing with the Maier - Saupe distribution function as done by Dianoux et al. /8/. 
The parameters determined from fitting agree with those already published /5/. 
The relaxation times are given in the figure; the activation energy of the re
laxation tiroes connected with the circular random walk on the circle was found 
to be W =» 0.2 eV. The average radius of the rotational motion is R •» 3.5 8. 

4. DISCUSSION 

If we take in accordance with the dielectric relaxation measurements 
/6/, the value K ^ l o ' s for the relaxation time around the short axis, and 
the x values given in the figure for the motion around the director, 
K̂  >> к, holds and a greater discrepancy appears at the tails between the 
calculated and the measured spectra. 
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In this model we considered the motion of one of the hydrogen atoms 
characterizing the motion of the molecule as a whole. All the hydrogen atoms 
in the molecule contribute to the neutron spectra, when averaging over R we 
have to divide them into two parts; one part performing the motion described 
above and the other which moves faster. Probably the end groups of the molecule, 
the butyls, perform the faster motion and the motion of the core is described 
by the model presented here. /The averaging over R for the core doer not change 
the calculated spectra, R being the distance between the center of mass of 
the molecule and a given hydrogen atom./ 

Two relaxation processes are coupled by the model without introducing 
any arbitrary parameter so the contribution of the end groups in the measured 
spectra can be separated. The relaxation time corresponding to this faster 
process is only approximately determined here and has a value of ilO s. 
The contribution of the butyls can be more precisely determined by other 
measurements using the material DC1-PBB, i.e. the material where the butyls 
are substituted by chlorine /6/. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The circular random walk motion on a sphere model with two relaxa
tion times, one- characterizing the molecular motion around their short axes 
and another around the director, describes the motion of the molecule as a 
whole. Some parts of the molecule /probably the butyls/ perform and addition
al motion with the shorter relaxation time. 
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